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Content
We measure the impact of COVID19 on Japanese Internet using open datasets 
from the Measurement Lab (MLab), RIPE Atlas, and Internet Health Report (IHR).

Using these we could investigate different connectivity metrics in Japan, before, 
during, and after the stay at home measures (Mar. 2nd to May 25th):

- Throughput (MLab)
- Last mile latency (Atlas/IHR)
- Inter-domain latency (Atlas/IHR)
- Outages (Atlas/IHR)

The following slides focus mainly on major ISPs, NTT OCN, KDDI, Softbank.
See references for more ISPs and results for other countries. 2



Throughput: MLab’s speed test
- M-Lab is a consortium founded in 

part by Google
- Provide own speed test

https://speed.measurementlab.net
- Also known as NDT test
- Open code and open data!
- 2M unique IPv4 addresses and 

3.6M IPv6 in Japan, 2020
- We look only at tests to server in 

Japan
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https://speed.measurementlab.net


Median throughput for NTT OCN 
January to July: 383k IPv4, 589k IPv6

Longer period of
low throughput
during
stay-at-home

Median for Jan-Feb
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Similar pattern for Softbank
January to July: 543k IPv4, 509k IPv6

Longer period of
low throughput
during
stay-at-home

Big drop for mobile clients

Median for Jan-Feb
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KDDI is less impacted
January to July: 178k IPv4, 1.3M IPv6

Consistently 
above 20Mbps

Median for Jan-Feb
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Daily patterns (UTC) - low impact
NTT DocomoKDDI

→ Low COVID19 impact for KDDI and Docomo

Faster
Internet
after
COVID!
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Daily patterns (UTC) - significant impact

Two drops per day during stay-at-home (up to 50% decrease during daytime)

Faster
Internet
after
COVID!

NTT OCN Softbank
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Worst two weeks by ISP
NTT OCN

KDDI

Softbank

Docomo

Worst 
throughput
during
stay-at-home
measures

Worst 
throughput
before
COVID19

Early March

End of March

End of March

Early January
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Potential bottlenecks

ISP 1
Google, CDN,

etc...

ISP 2

Inter-domain

Last-mile
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Example traceroutes from NTT&Softbank to Google

Google DNSHome router

Routers on the paths to Google

20ms
increase 
at last-mile

Tiny 
in-network 
delay
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Measuring delays in Japan

To measure delays across all Japan we 
use RIPE Atlas traceroute:

- Atlas = Measurement platform 
(traceroute, ping, dns, …)

- Millions traceroute per day
- 190+ devices in Japan
- Open data!
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First we look at last mile delays

ISP 1
Google, CDN,

etc...

ISP 2

Inter-domain

Last-mile
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Last mile in Japan - NTT OCN
Before COVID19:                                            During stay at home:

→ Higher latencies & longer peak hours
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Last mile in Japan - NTT OCN (cont.)
Typical 24 hours (UTC time)

      
        2019/09                                                                                               2020/04

Usual peak hours, 21:00-23:00 JST (10x higher)

Daytime congestion 15



Last mile in Japan - KDDI
Before COVID19:                                            During stay at home:

→ Not much change
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Last mile congestion in Japan
We suspect last mile congestion happen on NTT’s NGN network (PPPoE), 
example for other networks using NGN via PPPoE.
Biglobe:                                                           IIJ:
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Now we look at inter-domain delays

ISP 1
Google, CDN,

etc...

ISP 2

Inter-domain

Last-mile

- Results available online: https://ihr.iijlab.net/ihr/en-us/covid19 
- Blog article: https://labs.ripe.net/Members/romain_fontugne/network-delays-in-times-of-corona 18

https://ihr.iijlab.net/ihr/en-us/covid19
https://labs.ripe.net/Members/romain_fontugne/network-delays-in-times-of-corona


Example: inter-domain delays for SFR (AS15557, France)

Example of congestion happening concurrently to national stay-at-home measures

Before COVID19: Now:During national lockdown:
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Network delays - Pretty good in Japan
Delays from NTT OCN to E-root, Google, JPNAP:

Similar results for other Japanese ISPs.
We hypothesize that last-mile congestion in Japan may prevent further congestion in the network. 20



Outages
Finally using IHR outage detector we looked at complete network disconnection 
but found no significant outage in Japan! 👍

Virgin Media outage, UK, Apr. 27th
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https://ihr.iijlab.net/ihr/en-us/documentation#Network_disconnections
https://ihr.iijlab.net/ihr/en-us/networks/AS5089?af=4&last=3&date=2020-04-28


Discussions (Limitations)
Limitations: Every dataset has its own (sampling/observer/measurement) bias:

● Mlab’s is mainly user-driven: 
○ Internet users usually run speed test when their Internet is slow and when they are awake
○ results may also depend on server locations

● Atlas is mostly hardware-based:
○ much smaller coverage
○ usually deployed in tech-nerd houses

→ Reduced biases: comparing both datasets and showing that they match
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Discussions (Future Directions)
● Providing MLab’s throughput results on IHR website

○ Provide an interface to display both latency and throughput results

● A sustainable measurement platform in Japan
○ Similar to FCC Measuring broadband America
○ No need to reinvent the wheel: NDT and Atlas are open source
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https://www.fcc.gov/general/measuring-broadband-america


Summary
The good:

- No particular change for inter-domain latency in Japan
- No large outage detected
- NTT & KDDI Mobile network not impacted

The bad:

- Throughput drop and increased last-mile latency during stay-at-home
- Congestion on NGN network (PPPoE)

Other findings:

- Very different impact  between NTT/SB and KDDI
24



References
- Blog article on network delays during COVID:

https://labs.ripe.net/Members/romain_fontugne/network-delays-in-times-of-corona
- Dashboard for network delays during COVID:

https://ihr.iijlab.net/ihr/en-us/covid19
- Source code for delay analysis:

https://github.com/InternetHealthReport/raclette
- API for network delay results:

https://ihr.iijlab.net/ihr/en-us/api
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https://labs.ripe.net/Members/romain_fontugne/network-delays-in-times-of-corona
https://ihr.iijlab.net/ihr/en-us/covid19
https://github.com/InternetHealthReport/raclette
https://ihr.iijlab.net/ihr/en-us/api
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Backup slides
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NTT reports (https://www.ntt.com/about-us/covid-19/traffic.html)
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Softbank mobile
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Tokyo vs. rest of Japan
Tokyo:

Rest of Japan:

We observed similar impact (except the softbank mobile drop)
Sidenote: Throughput outside tokyo are twice higher!
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Outside of Japan - Last mile 

Comcast (AS7922)
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Outside of Japan - Inter-domain delay
Telecom Italia (AS3269)
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